Pyogenic hepatic abscesses: distinctive features from hypovascular hepatic malignancies on contrast-enhanced ultrasound with SH U 508A; early experience.
The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of contrast-enhanced US (conE US) in differentiating pyogenic hepatic abscesses (PyHAs) from hypovascular hepatic malignancies. conE US images of 16 PyHAs in 12 patients were evaluated retrospectively and were compared with those of 22 hypovascular hepatic malignancies in 12 patients. The conE US images were obtained at 30, 90, 150 and 270 s after a bolus injection of 4 g of SH U 508A (Levovist, Schering; 300 mg/mL). The images were specifically analyzed for the shape (round or ovoid, lobulating or coalescent according to the complexity), the margin (sharp or ill-defined), and the pattern of contrast agent enhancement of the lesion (internal and rim enhancement). In our experience, as to the shape of the lesion, PyHAs were usually coalescent (94%), and hepatic malignancies were more frequently round or ovoid (36%) or lobulating (50%) (p < 0.0001). The margin of the lesion was usually sharp in PyHAs (81%), whereas it was more commonly ill-defined (59%) in hepatic malignancies (p = 0.02). Whereas PYHAs usually produced no internal enhancement (94%), diffuse (73%) or peripheral (27%) hypoechoic intratumoral enhancement was seen in hepatic malignancies (p < 0.0001). This study shows that conE US is potentially useful in differentiation of PyHAs from hypovascular hepatic malignancies. PyHAs usually produce characteristic features, such as coalescent appearance, sharp boundary of necrotic cavity, and lack of internal enhancement on conE US.